FARM ACT PROPOSED TO SUCCEED
AAA FOLLOWS LINES LAID DOWN
BY NATIONAL FARM ORGANIZATIONS
Farm Bureau and Grange Say Farmer Should Have Legal Market Surplus Prices, bill Makes States Partners With U.S.
In Soil Conservation Project.

January 8 the Supreme Court declared the Agricultural Adjustment Administration crop control program and pro-

January 22 the Administration introduced in both houses of Congress a "soil conservation and domestic allotment" pro-
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The Outlook

The outlook is quite a bit brighter this week for many of our farmers. After a particularly difficult year, the trend seems to be on the upswing. The weather is improving, and crops are looking better. However, we must remain cautious and be prepared for any sudden changes.

The AAA decision will have an impact on the market. The end of the AAA forms of price support may help spur production and prices. Time will tell what the trend will be.

The Federal land banks will be closing to us by raising interest rates, as well as by the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation. The Federal land banks issue again require bonds to the public and expenses to return to the government. This will be a hindrance in production in the state.

Farmers National drain is any of the prices of commodities which were under the AAA. Attempts to gear total U.S. agricultural production and prices, and expenditure on non-agricultural goods, create new sources of inflation. Some will be closed to us by tariff barriers to prevent dumping and to encourage domestic production, and some will be closed to us by the government's policies.

Compagnying a Century Ago

When Martin Van Buren was elected to the presidency, a century ago, the political party of the day was the Whig party. The Whig party was in power during the years which were further from the Civil War than the years which are now.

President Van Buren was the first Whig to be elected president. The Whig party was more than just a political party; it was a movement to bring about social and economic changes. The Whigs were concerned with the well-being of their constituents and worked to improve the quality of life in the United States.

During the presidency of Van Buren, there were many important events, such as the planting of the first apple tree in the United States, the first balloon flight, and the first newspaper subscription. These events reflect the optimism and progress of the time.

The Whigs were a force for change and progress, and their ideas are still relevant today. Let us learn from their example and work towards a better future for all.
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Mrs. Wagar explains works of associated farm women

In their way they intend to contribute to Better

By MRS. KATHY WAGAR

As members from the beginning, the Associated Farm Women (AFW) have contributed to the total farm life and success. They continue to do so through the reports of their activities.

The Associated Farm Women (AFW), also known as Associated Farm Women-St. Joseph, is a group that encourages women to participate in all aspects of agriculture. Through their work, they aim to improve the quality of life for those in the agricultural community. They organize various events and activities to promote involvement in agriculture.

AFW members are involved in different aspects of agriculture, such as crop production, livestock management, and environmental practices. They also work on educational programs to help farm families improve their skills and knowledge. Furthermore, they promote the importance of good nutrition and healthy living within the agricultural community.

AFW members work to organize social events, including picnics, dances, and educational workshops. They also participate in community service projects, such as food drives and volunteer work. These activities help strengthen the bonds within the community and create a sense of belonging.

AFW members also promote the importance of agriculture and its role in society through their involvement in political and economic issues. They advocate for policies that support the agricultural sector, and they strive to ensure fair prices and treatment for farmers.

AFW members are committed to promoting the benefits of agriculture to the broader public. They work to increase public awareness of the importance of food safety and the role of agriculture in feeding the world.

AFW members believe in the power of education and the need to make agriculture a more attractive career choice for young people. They encourage the development of new educational programs and initiatives to attract and support the next generation of farmers.

AFW members are dedicated to improving the quality of life for those involved in agriculture. Through their efforts, they aim to make a positive impact in the agricultural community and contribute to a better future for all.

AFW members are also active in local and state politics, advocating for policies that support the agricultural sector. They work to ensure fair prices and treatment for farmers and to promote the importance of agriculture to the broader public.

AFW members believe in the importance of education and the need to make agriculture a more attractive career choice for young people. They encourage the development of new educational programs and initiatives to attract and support the next generation of farmers.

AFW members are dedicated to improving the quality of life for those involved in agriculture. Through their efforts, they aim to make a positive impact in the agricultural community and contribute to a better future for all.
AllFarmersLookVery
MuchAlike,ButTheyaren't

FarmersShouldMakeSureAs
toQualityofthe
Materials.

ByRAIDYCOVER

Withthesameanalyticalfigureson
everypiece,allfarmerswillsurelygo
wrong.Ifyouwanttopurchasethat
thing,trytotellthemanwhatpriceyou
wantsimplyviewprice.Mr.

REIDADDRESSES
LAPEERANNUAL
SaysFarmBureauProgram
SeeksBusiness,Social
Justice.

ChairmanJ. D. mine present of the State Farm Bureau, described
the organization as a dynamic movement, expressing
strong hopes for the future of the annual meeting of
the LaPeer Farm Bureau recently.

Huston's report to the
bureau was entitled, "Let's get capital capital as well as
use it intelligently," approved the
work of the board of directors, and
encouraged the members to keep
working when necessary or if reasonable.

Meeting of directors Friday
were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
E. Hall; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
S. Black; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
D. Myus; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
E. Davenport; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Brown of Elba,
and Mrs. J. R. Farley and Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Martus of Burnside, Mr.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Kleen Image

FARM BUREAU HARNESSES
Made from No. 1 Selected Hide Hides; Best Workmanship
Presses, Breeches, Drop Work Horse Strong for Long Wear

Farm Bureau Harnesses

NewTorpedoSulkyPlow
MadebyNo.1SelectedHideHides;BestWorkmanship
Presses,Breeches,DropWorkHorseStrongforLongWear

PRACTICAL POINTS ON FARM ROOFS

New Bulletin Discusses Many
Rooftop Problems and Materials

A farm building is no more durable
than its foundation. Buildings that will
last a lifetime choose the best possible roofing materials for their
buildings, as is pointed out in "Residential
Architecture," a bulletin produced by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

In the bulletin, Mr. and Mrs. Authur
Martus of Burnside, Mr.

Buy Farm Bureau Machinery and Harness

Greater Values, Extra Strong, and Designed for Efficiency and Long Service

Farm Bureau Harnesses

New, Complete, Modern Scylette B.F. Andy Plani at Jefferson, Kentucky

Sure Drop Planter
Light, Strong, Pointers Hill and Drill Planter With or Without Fertilizer Attachment

Guard Rail Harrow
Special Steel and Made to Last

Volcano Disc Harrow
Perfect Disc Control, Lubrication, and Easy Draft

Walking Plow
Sturdily Made; Brits Share Pin Easily

Spring Tooth Harrow
Both for Wear; Belts for Use With Tractor

Automotive Tractor Disc
Gangs Don't Work Loosely; Disc Won't Clog

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC., LANSING, MICHIGAN

---MIS'---

Carol Plano of Burnside township was
awarded the first prize in a sweepstakes
contest by the local Farm Bureau.

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC., LANSING, MICHIGAN

---MIS'---

March 4, 1935

BillWouldContinue
3½Interest2Years

Washington—Carl Stager of
American Farmers' Political
Committee declared today that the
farmers would push through in
Congress the 3½% temporary rate of
interest on federal farm idea mort-
gages and that they would be
opposed to amendments that
would lower the rate. Mr. Stager
made these remarks today in an
interview here with a reporter of
the Grand Rapids Press.

Staging said that the farmers
would continue the temporary rate of
interest on farm mortgages because
they believed that nothing else but
a high interest rate would do the job.

The farmers have now placed
$30 million in mortgages as of
December 1, 1934. Mr. Stager said
that the farmers would continue the
7% temporary rate because they
believe that nothing else but a high
interest rate would do the job.
Entertains Truckers
The Michigan Live Stock Exchange
connected 120 live truckers and
Pilot Brand
Committee members. The
7:50 a.m. treatment
adds 10% to corn yields.

It Just Doesn't Make Sense

New Rochelle, N.Y., St. Louis, Mo.,
and far smoother — will not clog
borne root and stalk rots.

and far smoother — will not clog
treated seeds. More of them available will only increase
so, to make sure of a better yield, use this old-time approach. Continue to
check seed, mixing, inspects seeds and
check and mixing, inspects seeds and
home root and stalk rots.
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SEED PROSPECTS for EARLY 1936

ALFALFA PRICE LOOKS GOOD

Don't fail to provide for a seeding of alfalfa while it is at low cost as it is now. We believe good alfalfa seed is the best buy in two years. How long that condition will prevail, we can't say.

Certified Hardigan and Grimm blue tag alfalfa seed from the Farm Bureau has no superior for yield and quality of hay. They are eligible for the production of certified seed. We provide printed forms in the bag so that you can record with the Farm Bureau fields sown to Hardigan, Grimm or other varieties of Farm Bureau alfalfa (or clover) seeds. It's a valuable record if you decide to take a seed crop.

Our Michigan Variegated alfalfa seed will be in demand. It comes from fields sown to genuine Hardigan, Grimm, or other hardy, long lived, heavy yielding varieties in Michigan. These fields were not registered for certified seed production, but they have produced seed, which is called Michigan Variegated. An excellent hay yielder. Our Variegated is selected, high test, thoroughly cleansed, and does not contain any common alfalfa. The price is a money saver.

MERMASSH RAISES BETTER CHICKS

YOU WILL RAISE BETTER CHICKS at lower cost with Mermash 16% protein ration. It is a lifetime ration—fed to baby chicks, pullets and laying hens.

MERMASH CONTAINS THE BEST home grown feedstuffs, and also Massamin, a combination of Pacific Ocean kelp and Mermash the profit making ration

MERMASH 16 percent

MEDICAL CARE for Baby Chicks

CLOVER and SNOW

If we should have plenty of snow on the ground in March, that means perfect conditions for seeding clover on wheat. If we do not have the snow, the clover can be broadcast and dragged in with a spike tooth. Last year wonderful standing clover seed stands were had from seedings in wheat.

Red Clover undoubtedly is cheaper than now it will be. We expect a strong demand for it. Don't be misled by Michigan's spoty production of clover seed in 1935. In large sections of the state there is none. Northern grown clover seed is not in plentiful supply throughout the country. We advise buying Michigan grown clover seed early. Alaske is scarce everywhere, and higher.

Farm Bureau Sweet Clover at today's prices is a bargain for low cost pasture, roughage, hay crop, or green manure.

Remember, Farm Bureau Clover Seeds are selected, Michigan grown; high germinating seeds and are cleaned to A-1 purity and quality. They are the best to be had. You can save by sowing less of them per acre, and you can count on the high yield.

FARM BUREAU SEED GUARANTEED

The Farm Bureau Services, Inc., of Lansing, guarantee to the farmer to the full purchase price of its seed the vitality, description, origin and purity to be as described on the label tag on sealed Farm Bureau bag.
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